
July 15, 2023  Shinja Kokoro no Michi Benkyōkai
Shinkon (Kami) Reveals the Principles Through Shisha

Shinji
Kami has given a soul to all human beings and living creatures; and through their unmei, guides them on the 
correct path in this world.

People, who gain awareness from the Shinji—the principles, will harmonize society and demonstrate the correct 
path.

Kami opened up this church environment to society (the world) so that it will not lose sight of the kokoro to 
harmonize.

An era (time) has passed since the descent of Shinkon (Kami) seventy-six years ago—and during this time, Kami 
has designated the Shisha in sync with the times and protects this environment.

In the face of an era’s unmei (power), the world today is undergoing a great change.
The age of Shinkon is when today’s society lives through the era correctly.
Kami reveals the principles of life to society through Shisha Tomomarukō to foster human beings who will achieve 
love that is the truth as they interact correctly with the era.

Shinja should learn the teachings with their family members and create a family that interacts based on the 
principles.

The strength of this conviction (this determination) will connect you strongly and deeply to the Kokoro no Michi 
of your family; and a life (the kokoro) is fostered where illnesses, accidents and disasters are avoided.
Receive the unmei (the power) of Shinkikonshō and allow the unmei (the kokoro) of the true shinja to guide the 
world to harmony. 

Summary of the Shinji

Kami protects us having given all people and living creatures a soul and an unmei that contributes to society. 
People, who are able to manifest their unmei’s strengths and live out their lives as an example to others, are shinja who 
have gained awareness from the Shinji. They have the ability to harmonize the surrounding social environment and 
live a way of life based on the correct path.

To achieve world harmony, Kami descended together with the designated Shisha to create an environment of 
salvation in this world known as Shinji Kyōkai. During this long period of time, a Shisha was designated in sync with 
the era; and the Shinji continue to be revealed to the world. Following the period of Daishin when the existence of 
Kami was first revealed and the period of Chokushi when Kibō no Michi was first manifested, we are now in the age of 
Shinkon where Kibō no Michi is accessible to all shinja.

Presently, the world is undergoing great changes moved by the power of an era’s unmei. These changes are not 
created by politics, the economy and other forms of human power. The world’s flow is greatly changing because we 
have entered the age of Shinkon where salvation can be truly achieved.

What is needed to manifest Kibō no Michi is love that is the truth. Kami has continued to steadily reveal the Shinji to 
us through Shisha so that this kokoro may become a part of us and allow us to live in harmony with those around us. 
This Shisha is Tomomarukō Sensei. “Tomomarukō” means the Shisha who is able to manifest Kibō no Michi.

It is because we live in an age that allows Kibō no Michi to manifest, Kami has revealed life’s principles that grant us 
the ability to live a way of life that is one with our unmei. Hence when the teachings become a part of us, we achieve 
kaiun without fail. We live in truly inspiring times.

A family, where the kokoro finds peace and comfort, is essential to hone your unmei and achieve kaiun. This is 
because when the kokoro anchors, your jittai can be corrected and the strengths of your unmei can be drawn out. 
Hence the importance for family members to learn the Shinji and to create a family that interacts correctly based on 
the teachings.

The conviction and effort to do this strengthen and deepen the Kokoro no Michi of your family; and illnesses and 
disasters are avoided. 

Behind all of this, lies the power of Shinkikonshō. If we kigan correctly, our kokoro is purified and our thoughts are 
communicated to Shinkon without fail. We are able to live a way of life guided by our unmei and we become someone 
that the people around us look to as an example. We’re able to promote and guide our environment to harmony.


